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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 1989. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.William Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898) was
both the most characteristic and the most extraordinary of Victorians. His huge public career - in
and out of office from 1834 to 1894 and four times Prime Minister - was consistently controversial
and dramatic. His private life was a most curious blend of happiness and temptation. His Christian
faith held the extremes of his character in sufficient harmony to avoid disintegration and to
produce one of the most powerful political personalities in British history. The book describes
Gladstone s early years as a Tory, the great transformation of his political position in the 1840s, his
lengthy period as Chancellor of the Exchequer with its long-lasting implications for British financial
policy, and his spectacular first administration from 1868 to 1874. It sets in context the remarkable
private drama of sexual temptation and moral crisis which from the 1840s onwards accompanied
these public developments. The account ends in December 1874, with Gladstone s formal
retirement from leadership of the Liberal Party - the move which he intended as his farewell to party
politics. Gladstone was...
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Reviews
This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Bryana Klocko III
Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD
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